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Central Voice Transcriber (CVT) 
Professional speech recognition
Central background speech recognition for mobile dictation



Speech recognition for  
mobile dictations
The Central Voice Transcriber software allows central speech  
recognition control for mobile dictations. It operates extremely  
efficiently: 30 hours of dictation is converted within 24 hours. 
The Central Voice Transcriber can of course administer any num-
ber of speech profiles.

Central conversion
Speech recognition occurs offline: All dictations are automatically 
transferred to a central network computer via the Central Voice 
Transcriber. There they are converted into text files and afterwards 
sent to the transcription service. 

Transcription completed in 
half the time
A relaxed working atmosphere for the secretary. Secretaries recei-
ve dictations in word files as well as in audio format. The secretary 
can listen, read, compare and correct, all at the same time – and 
save 50 percent of the time. Corrections are automatically stored  
in the text profile of the respective author on the server afterwards. 
In this way speech recognition becomes more perfect with each 
new dictation.

Central Voice Transcriber (CVT)

50% less transcription work 
thanks to speech recognition

Easy operation
Authors do not have to change. They simply dictate as usual while 
the Central Voice Transcriber  does the rest. Speech recognition 
and vocabulary maintenance is automatically done in the back-
ground. 

Gain time
50 percent more time and capacity gained for the transcription 
department. Secretaries can do their tasks more efficiently and are 
released from  workload. Your office can expand even while the 
administrative department remains constant.

Save resources
You do not need new hardware, you only need a central, high  
performance computer for the Central Voice Transcriber. You can 
leave everything as is. Saving money and time.
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Mobile dictation Dictation transfer  
into the network  

from any location

Correction and completion 
of the document  
at the secretary

Amendment of the 
speech profile on the 

server, via CVT

@

Speech recognition  
at the server with  

CVT Tanscriber (CVT)

Increased efficiency thanks to process optimisation with digital dictation and 
speech recognition

Simply professional dictation


